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Introduc tion 

Unbiased estimates of the gains and the time it takes to 
achieve them are required to weigh costs against benefits 
for various selection and mating systems. Methods for 
computing genetic gain are numerous, anld various and 
sometimes contradictory concepts have been published (e. g., 
WRIGHT, 1960; HATTEMER, 1963; HANSON, 1963). As a guide for 
the tree breeder the anatomy of heritability is here ex- 
amined, proceldlures for estimating gain are simplified by a 
method of accumulating the gains from the various selec- 
tion stages, anfd comparisons are made of expected Progress 
for several methods. 

The statistical basis for the concept of genetic gain is 

simple linear regression (Y - Y) = b (X - X), or y = bx. 
Let us assume that the inldependent variable (X) is the yielld 
or value measureld on selected units of a large population: 
trees within a macrosite, replicateld families in a plantation, 
or any natural unit of trees. It is more convenient to use 
(X), the difference lbetween the mean of the original un- 
selected population anfd the mean of the selected individual~s 
(i. e. tlhe selection 'differential). If (y) is the predicted gain. 
then the regression coefficient represents the expecteld 
rate of response between the selection attempted and the 
magnitude of the genetic lgain expected. This is heritability 
in the sense of HANSON (1963). The regression coefficient is, 

C o v  (X, Y) 
by stanldard definition, i. e. the ratio of the co- 

Var  (X) > 

variance between the predictor variable ( X )  and the pre- 
dicted variaible (y) in the numerator to the variance of the 
predictor in the denominator. No idiscussion will be pre- 
sentefd on methods for obtaining estimates of the com- 
ponents of variance and oovariance except when the method 
of estimlation affects the meaning and use of the component. 
Rather, it ics assumed that proper estimation experiments 
will supply precise values for the components, and that the 
principal problem acdldresseld is that of using the components 
appropriately for specific ways of obtaining genetic gain. 

First consilder the denominator (variance of X). I t  is com- 
monly regarded as being composed of two ldistinct parts, 
i. le. genetic ~differences anld sampling error, either experi- 
mental or genetic. The sampling error can be reduceld by 
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more extensive sampling of effects that cause errors in 
properly rating a selection unit with respect to the other 
units: 

1) The genotype-macrosite error variance. Since most pro- 
grams specify selection only when gross environmental 
or macrosite effects are comparable, these effects con- 
tribute little to error. However, the interlaction between 
macrosite effects and genotypes, indepenldent of tthe 
macrosite effects themselves, may ~be large. In at least 
some environments, the genotypes depart from their re- 
lative average behavior, the size of the departure being 

measurnd by the interaction variance (nie). The inter- 
action will cause an error in evaluating relative merit. 

2) The error variance of large plots. This is the failure of 
the genotypes to behave relatively the Same between the 
blocks or environmental replications within a macrosite 

(I;). 
3) The error variance of the small plot or microsite. This 

error (0:) is due to within-plot differences, i. e., microsite 

differences (0:) plus the remaining genetic variability 
among inldividuals within plots. 
For instance, if unrelated trees are scattered at random 

within a macrosite class, the variance among them will be: 

V(x) = o: + 0; + o;, +- 0; (the total genetic variance). 

If the trees are in families with n to a plot anld with r 
blocks on e macrosites, the variance among family means 

will be: V(x) = o:/nre + og/re + oie/e  + 0: (genetic vari- 
ance among families). An optimum allocation of n, r, and e 
in properly idesigned experiments can minimize this samp- 
ling error portion of the variance for a given cost, or can 
minimize cost for a given variance. By the ~definition of 
heritability, the denominator cannot be smaller than the 
numerator. 

In some cases, sampling errors of genetic nature must 
be consiidered. For example, when tbe pre~dictod (y) popula- 
tions are half silbs but the predictor (X) population estimates 
are based on a finite sample of full-sib families, the co- 
variance is based on genera! combining ability but the 
variance includes specific combining ability. The contribu- 
tion of this sampling error to the ~denominator is the spe- 
cific combining ability variance ~divilded by the number 
of males. 

Secondly, the nume~ator of the regression coefficient Cov 
(X, y) can be similarly examineld once it is known which 
selection units are lbeing used, the degree to which they 
vary, and how samplng errors can be reduced. This nu- 
merator is the genetic covariance between the material 
measured in tests, such as those tdesigneld to assess the value 
of the wild-tree selections or progeny mean, and the future 


















